This website is powered by
the passion and drive of
three best buddies, crazy
about all sorts of vehicles
since their childhood.
From cars and motorcycles
to airplanes and sleds.
Motion is in our blood.
DizzyRiders.bg is a medium and community
for everyone who shares the excitement
of motion via different vehicles.

The DizzyRiders.bg project
started on 1.11.2015 as a
social community network
for everyone who loves the
excitement of motion in life.
From cars, motorcycles and
bicycles to airplanes and sleds.
During its first year only, the
network gained over:

3500

in the different categories of
interest.

As a result of the growing
interest towards the
news and events that
DizzyRiders.bg covers,
the website also contains
a strong media news
section.
On 13.10.2016 we
started a large-scale
media website created
according to latest html
trends, with simple yet
elegant design, and 100%
compatibility with all
mobile devices.

Our target?
Predominantly male audience,
with average and high
incomes, aged

25-45 y.o.

What
makes us different?

01
Uniqueness in our
content DizzyRiders.bg
presents the
information in a
unique and modern
way.

02

03

DizzyRiders.bg has its
own style - different
than that of all
similar platforms.
It is very much
shown in the way our
news are presented
- with a humor and a
special bonding with
our readers.

04

DizzyRiders.bg is
not just a place for
translated content
or adapted press
materials. The
website has its own
generated content
- news coverages,
videos, analyses.

We treat
environmental
issues and major
social matters with
responsibility and
care.

Our progress
in numbers

In its first day as a medium DizzyRiders.bg generated
15 000 impressions from nearly 7 000 unique visitors.
For two weeks the website gained 250 000 impressions.

Day 1

15 000 impressions
7000 visitors

Day 14

250 000 impressions

Up to this moment the website guarantees

12 000 impressions
in average on a daily basis,
The information is for the period October-November 2016 according to Google Analytics & Tyxo.bg

and this number is growing
progressively.
DizzyRiders.bg
has its own strong
presence in facebook: for
less than a year it gained

15 000 friends
The facebook page content differs from the one
on the DizzyRiders.bg website as it is considered
with the facebook communication specifics to
gain a higher reach.

Advertising tariffs
DizzyRiders.bg
Advertising format

Description/
position

Guaranteed
impressions

Unique visits

CPM/Price for 1000
impressions VAT excl

ReCtangle 300x250

all pages

12 000

5 000

17 BGN

leaderboard 728x90

all pages

12 000

5 000

17 BGN

full banner 468x60

all pages

12 000

5 000

15 BGN

half page 300x600

all pages

12 000

5 000

19 BGN

TVC 300x250

all pages

12 000

5 000

19 BGN

Wallpaper

all pages

6 000

3 000

21 BGN

Wallpaper + 300x250

all pages

6 000

3 000

25 BGN

h-Wallpaper

all pages

6 000

3 000

25 BGN

Volume discounts for
advertisements on
DizzyRiders.bg

Gross volume

Volume discount

from 0 BGN to 5 000 BGN

15%

from 5 001 BGN to 10 000

20%

from 10 001 BGN to 15 000

25%

Advertising agencies receive a 10% discount. Prices do not include VAT.
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